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Abstract: The changes of agro-climate and heat extremes, and their impact on rice cultivation
are assessed over South Korea in context of 2 and 3 ◦ C global warming levels (GWL) compared
to pre-industrial levels, with ensemble regional climate model projection produced under the
Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment–East Asia (CORDEX-EA) phase 2 protocols.
It is found that the mean temperature increase under global warming has not only positive effects
such as the extension of vegetable and crop periods and the widening of the cultivatable regions but
also negative effects due to the shortening of the reproductive growth period. On the other hand,
extreme heat changes in the future clearly show a negative effect on rice cultivation via the increase of
hot days during heat-sensitive stages (27.16% under 2 ◦ C GWL, 54.59% under 3 ◦ C GWL) among
rice phenology which determines the rice yield in tandem with rice flowering, ripening, and sterility
problems. The major type of heat extreme is dominated by nationwide warm anomalies covering
entire S. Korea, and the proportion of this type is projected to increase from 35.8% to 49.5% (57.4%)
under 2 ◦ C (3 ◦ C) GWL in association with the thermal expansion of atmosphere which links to the
favorable environment for occurring barotropic anti-cyclonic system.
Keywords: agro-climate change; Paris agreement; heat extreme; 2 ◦ C warming; CORDEX-EA2

1. Introduction
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Changes (UNFCCC) announced the
greenhouse-gas mitigation goal by limiting the global warming level (GWL) to less than 2.0 ◦ C compared
to the pre-industrial (PI) level, but pursuing more efforts to limit the warming under 1.5 ◦ C GWL [1].
However, under global warming with a rapid increase of greenhouse-gas and passive climate actions,
there are skeptical views on achieving the promoted goals [2–4]. Moreover, regional climate changes,
particularly extreme events, are projected to increase faster than the global average temperature
does [5–7]. For example, in 2018, South Korea (hereafter, S. Korea) underwent a record-breaking heat
event, not only for an instant daily maximum, for instance, Seoul (39.6 ◦ C), Hongcheon (41.0 ◦ C),
Uiseong (40.4 ◦ C), but also the duration of heatwaves (31.4 days) [8]. Im et al. [9] suggested that
heat extremes as severe as the 2018 summer will be normal under a 3.0 ◦ C global warming climate.
In addition, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) confirmed 2019 as “second hottest year on
record”, which reached 1.1 ◦ C warmer than the PI-level [10]. This indicated that a higher level of a
global warming threshold should be considered for assessing and preparing the impact of feasible
future climate changes.
Climate conditions, such as temperature, solar radiation, etc., are fundamental and crucial factors
for successful crop yield [11,12]. Thus, current farming systems are adjusted to the present climate
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by choosing appropriate crop species or breeding new varieties, or changing the planting system.
Under the rapidly changing global climate, climate change impact assessment on agricultural field is
actively working due to the importance of predicting crop yield which is closely associated with the
food security problem.
For China, one of the largest staple crop-cultivating regions in the world, the impacts of 1.5 and 2 ◦ C
GWL above PI-level are assessed in previous studies. Guo et al. [13] projected the changes of rice yield
with the Half a Degree Additional Warming Projections, Prognosis, and Impact (HAPPI) experiment,
which simulate the climatic conditions at 1.5 and 2 ◦ C GWL above PI-level with Atmospheric General
Circulation Models (AGCM). The result showed the decreased rice yield over Pearl River Delta, China,
with the shortening of maturity date and flowering durations due to the warming. On the other hand,
Chen et al. [14] also used the HAPPI experiment as a climate condition, suggesting conflicting results
with those of Guo et al. [13] that global warming will bring another opportunity for the agricultural field
with more abundant climatic resources such as light and heat to create a more suitable environment
for crop production. Compared to China, S. Korea has more complicated topography, with narrow
territory and complex coast lines. Therefore, regional climate model projection-based researches are
necessary to estimate the future change of rice yield under climate change [15–17]. The rice yield
change is estimated by the ORYZA2000 crop model forced with climate change data projected by
the Hadley Centre Global Environment Model version 2—Atmosphere–Ocean (HadGEM2-AO) and
Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version—Regional Atmosphere (HadGEM3-RA) model
chains with 12.5 km horizontal resolution over S. Korea under the Representative Concentration
Pathway (RCP) 8.5 scenario [15]. They insisted that rice yield will slightly increase until the 2020s and
then convert into a decreasing phase and finally decrease to less than 80% of the current condition by
the end of the 21st century. This result lends support by other experiments with different combinations
of the Global Climate Model (GCM)–Regional Climate Model (RCM) chain and crop yield potential
index [16,17]. Over the Far East Asia region including the Korean peninsula and some parts of Japan
and China, Ahn et al. [16] showed the changes of the agro-climatic environment with various indices
(frost days, crop period, vegetable period) and Climate Yield Potential (CYP) which is the statistical
method to estimate crop yield with the assumption that no agro-climatic extreme events occur during
crop growth by utilizing mean temperature and sunshine duration. The results are derived with a
single ensemble member, HadGEM2-AO, downscaled by the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
Model, under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Under global warming, most of the regions are projected
to experience a decrease of CYP, except for the northeastern part of the Korean peninsula and some
high-altitude regions which are becoming favorable for gain-filling. These results are supported by
Ahn et al. [17], who analyzed the similar agro-climatic indices with expanded ensemble members.
However, those studies are based on mean climate changes with a statistical index (CYP)
that excluded the effect of extreme events [16,17] and focused on the consequence (changes in
rice yield), itself derived from the changes in predictors (temperature and solar radiation) without
understanding systematic changes in atmospheric circulation. Further, previous studies have evaluated
the agro-climate changes over S. Korea at a certain target period (for example, late 21st century).
Due to the different sensitivity to green-house-gas forcing from model to model [18,19], this kind of
analysis could be another source of uncertainty when comparing results with other studies produced
via different GCMs. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the agro-climate change over S. Korea in line
with target GWL departed from a standardized base line (e.g., PI-level) with fine-resolution ensemble
regional climate change projection. In this regard, the heat extreme risk in rice yield and related
atmospheric circulation changes are assessed over S. Korea at 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL under the RCP8.5
scenario with ensemble regional climate model projection produced under the Coordinated Regional
Climate Downscaling Experiment–East Asia Phase 2 (CORDEX-EA2) protocol. The explanation of
the target global warming level, regional climate projection data, and bias correction method are
introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents the agro-climate changes in terms of mean and extreme and
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related atmospheric circulations at target warming levels. Summary and discussion are detailed in
Section 4.
2. Data and Method
2.1. Climate Data
This study utilized the dynamically downscaled high-resolution ensemble future climate
change projection produced under the protocols of CORDEX-EA phase 2 experiments. Under the
project of the National Institute of Meteorological Science/Korean Meteorological Administration
(NIMS/KMA), 5 different ensemble members were produced over the CORDEX-EA2 domain,
HadGEM2-AO, dynamically downscaled by the Regional Climate Model (RegCM), Mesoscale
Meteorological Model 5 (MM5), and HadGEM3-RA, and the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model
Low Resolution (MPI-ESM-LR) was chained with WRF and Cosmo-Climate Limited Area Modeling
(CCLM) (http://cordex-ea.climate.go.kr/cordex/models.do). HadGEM2-AO and MPI-ESM-LR was
the Coupled Model Inter-Comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) participating model, known to have
relatively good performance over the East Asian region compared to other CMIP5 GCMs [20].
Among those simulations, the models using a “standard calendar with leap-year” system which
does not need to apply time interpolation were chosen for this study: MPI-ESM-LR&WRF and
MPI-ESM-LR&CCLM model chains. These data have 25 × 25 km horizontal resolution covering
the CORDEX-EA2 domain which includes not only East Asia but also India and some parts of
Southeast Asia. To compare the future projections produced with different climate models at the
same baseline, the target global warming level compared to the PI-level is broadly used in global
warming impact assessment [21–23]. In this study, we set the target GWL at 2 and 3 ◦ C warmer than
PI-level. The target warming period was defined following Jo et al. [24], when the central year of
a 25-year moving averaged Global Mean Surface Temperature (GMST) reached the target warming
level, and the PI-level was defined as the GMST average during 1861–1900 of the historical experiment.
The MPI-ESM-LR model reached 3 ◦ C GWL under only the RCP8.5 scenario; therefore, the historical
experiment and RCP8.5 scenarios were chosen for this study (Figure S1). The 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL periods
were defined as 2024~2048 and 2049~2073 under the RCP8.5 scenario (Table 1). The ensemble averaged
results were used for mean climate change analysis, except for the extreme climate change part,
to maintain the variability of every extreme event simulated in each ensemble member. Therefore,
the extreme event analysis was applied by gathering extreme events selected from each regional climate
model, not from the ensemble averaged values. The model descriptions are presented in Table 1
and data access and more detailed information are available on the official CORDEX-EA2 webpage
(http://cordex-ea.climate.go.kr/cordex/models.do). As reference data, the Asian Precipitation Highly
Resolved Observational Data Integration Toward Evaluation of Water Resources (APHRODITE) was
used for temperature with 0.25 × 0.25 horizontal resolution [25]. For atmospheric circulations (500 hPa
geopotential height and 850 hPa wind), the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast’s
reanalysis data interim version (ERA-interim) was used as reference data [26,27] with 0.75 × 0.75
horizontal resolution. To compare the model data and reference data, the climate model data were
interpolated into reference data’s grid system.
2.2. Bias Correction
The climate models, even the state-of-the-art models, have bias caused by model discrepancy
with the real earth system which describes the earth system with the set of differential equations
and physical schemes with many assumptions [28–31]. Therefore, applying the climate model raw
data directly to impact assessing models, which are optimized by empirical relationships based on
observation, can lead to inappropriate results. To reduce the climate model bias, many bias correction
methods have been developed by utilizing the relationships between climate modeling results and
observation [28,30–33]. However, applying the bias correction method on future projection can be
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another source of uncertainty because most of the bias correction methods have problems in “stationary
assumption”, which assume that the relationship established between the model result and observation
keep validating in the future climate [34,35]. To overcome this weak point, this study adopted the
Quantile-Delta-Mapping (QDM) bias correction method. The QDM method is a variation of the
quantile mapping method which could be a powerful tool for adjusting model biases in terms of both
mean and extremes [36,37]. Moreover, QDM has advantages in taking account of the delta (changes)
of the cumulative probability distribution forced by climate change, which is relatively free from the
“stationary assumption” problem [38–40]. The details of the QDM method are explained in Appendix
A of Cannon et al. [38].
Table 1. The model configuration and analysis period.
WRF (v3.7)
Resolution Horizontal/Vertical
Cumulus Scheme
Microphysics Scheme
Radiation
Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL)
Land Surface Model (LSM)
Spectral Nudging
Lateral Boundary Condition
Analysis Period

Cosmo-CLM (v5.0)

396 × 251 (25 km)/40-level hybrid
vertical grid (10 hPa)
Betts–Miller–Janjic
Tiedtke
WSM3
Extended DM (cloud ice include)
CAM
Ritter and Geleyn
YSU
Davies and Tumer
NOAH LSM
TERRAL ML
Applied
Applied
MPI-ESM-LR
Historical experiment (1981~2005)
2 ◦ C warming (2024~2048)
3 ◦ C warming (2049~2073)

395 × 250 (25 km)/30-level eta (50 hPa)

2.3. Rice Phenology Model
To investigate the climate change impact on each rice growth stages, Growing Degree Days (GDD)
was selected as phenology model. The GDD is a simple but efficient tool to identify rice phenology,
which discriminates the stage of rice growing with accumulated heat amount [41–43]. The equation of
GDD used in this study is as follows:
GDD =

n
P
i=1

Tdi f f

Tdi f f = Ti − Tbase for Ti ≥ Tbase
else, Tdi f f = 0

(1)

where i = Julian Day, n = total number of days (1 January–31 October), Ti = mean daily temperature,
and Tbase = basement temperature (10 ◦ C).
The basement temperature was set to 10 ◦ C [44–46]. The heat requirements to achieve each
stage were differing from rice species. Here, we set the thresholds with regard to mid-late maturing
rice which is a major kind of rice cultivating over S. Korea, accounting for more than 84% of total
rice yield [47]. The mid-late maturing rice cultivars have high climate productivity under current
environmental conditions of S. Korea, and show excellence in terms of quality and quantity. Table 2
shows the threshold of each stage which refers to the values used in the Early Warming Service
for Weather Risk Management in Climate-Smart Agriculture Systems of the Rural Development
Administration, S. Korea [48]. This study divided rice phenology into 6 stages: Seeding, transplanting,
tillering, elongation, heading, and harvest, following Park et al. [49]. The threshold of GDD for each
stage adopted the values estimated by the regression equation based on observed rice phenology and
field experiments [50].
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Table 2. Rice phenology stages and heat requirement.
Stage 1
(Seeding)
GDD

Stage 2
Stage 3
(Transplanting) (Tillering)

≥110 ◦ C

≥300 ◦ C

≥860 ◦ C

Stage 4
(Elongation)

Stage 5
(Heading)

Stage 6
(Harvest)

≥1160 ◦ C

≥1640 ◦ C

≥2180 ◦ C

3. Results
3.1. The Impact of Mean Temperature Changes
The climatological change of mean surface temperature over S. Korea (Tkor ) due to global warming
was investigated with regional climate change projections. To understand how the climate will
be shifted under global warming, the probability distribution function (PDF) of Tkor is shown in
Figure 1a. The shaded area of Figure 1a is Tkor PDF of reference data and the black line indicates that of
the historical experiment (HIS). It is shown that the model followed the characteristics of reference
data reasonably. It is because that the bias-correction method used in this study was based on the
quantile-mapping method which had advantages in making good agreement between reference data
(REF) and model output by matching cumulative distribution function (CDF) distribution [36–39].
The blue and red lines denote the PDF of 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL period. They show a shift toward a
warmer climate but maintain the saddle-like shape. In addition, the right tail of PDF associated with
extreme temperature events is elongated for 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL periods compared to the historical
period, which is interpreted as causing more frequent extreme heat events. As for temperature spatial
distribution which is affected by geological features, it had characteristics that high altitude regions
such as the Tae-Baek mountain region in the northeastern part and So-Baek mountain regions in
south-middle part of S. Korea had low annual mean temperature colder than 10 ◦ C (Figure S2a),
whereas the southern part of S. Korea including Jeju island and coastal regions showed relatively warm
annual mean temperature around 12~15 ◦ C. These spatial characteristics of Tkor were also reasonably
described by RCMs (Figure S2b). Under the 2 ◦ C (3 ◦ C) global warming, Tkor was projected to increase
1.4 ◦ C (2.65 ◦ C) higher than the present climate (Figure 1b,c) and exhibited the positive gradient in
the latitudinal direction. As Tkor had a positive temperature gradient from north to south (Figure S2),
it was expected to decrease the north–south temperature gradient over S. Korea compared to the
present climate. The warmer climate in the northern part of S. Korea could lead to favorable conditions
for growing vegetation. Here, the vegetable period (VP, number of days warmer than 5 ◦ C [51]) was
investigated during the present and 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL periods (Figure 2). The spatial distribution of VP
in the present climate closely resembled the annual mean Tkor (Figure S2), including topographical
characteristics, and results of the models were also comparable to that of the REF. The area averaged
VP over S. Korea was 255.38 days in the present climate; however, regional deviation was noticeable
and coastal regions and Jeju island reached VP more than 300 days, but only about 200 days around
mountainous regions. In the future, VP is projected to increase about 2 weeks (16.04 days) for 2 ◦ C GWL
and it would be doubled in 3 ◦ C GWL (32.28 days). In this regard, global warming is expected to bring
a positive impact on agriculture by expanding the area and period available for growing vegetables.
For the growth of crops, warmer conditions are required than those of the threshold of VP. In the
case of the rice, 15 ◦ C is considered as an important threshold for stable growth and ripening [51].
Figure 3 shows the crop period (CP, number of days warmer than 15 ◦ C [51]) in the present climate
(Figure 3a,b) and their changes in 2 (Figure 3c) and 3 ◦ C (Figure 3d) GWL. The mean CP in the present
climate was about 157 days per year, depending on the region. In the 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL, CP increased
by approximately 13 and 26 days for each GWL. In particular, the northeastern mountainous region
revealed a relatively distinctive increment compared to other regions, which led to a similar level
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of CP in major rice production regions in the present climate. This is linked to the widening of rice
cultivatable areas, and is therefore interpreted as a positive effect of global warming on rice yield.
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the widening of rice cultivatable areas, and is therefore interpreted as a positive effect of global
warming on rice yield.
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the vegetative growth period (Stages 1–3) was projected to start about 1 week (−6.52~−8.78 days) earlier
than the present climate, and during the reproductive growth period (Stages 4–6), the starting dates
occurred earlier, by about 2 weeks (−10.42~−15.02 days, Figure 5e,f). The 3 ◦ C GWL accelerated the
crop calendar more than 2 ◦ C GWL. The vegetative growth period and the reproductive growth period
were projected to start faster by about 2 weeks (−15.76~−11.84 days) and 2~4 weeks (19.34~30.79 days),
respectively, compared to the present climate. Moreover, due to the temperature increase, many regions
which could not reach the GDD requirement for Stages 5 and 6 are changed to regions with enough GDD
to achieve the harvest (Stage 6), particularly over high-altitude regions. In this context, the expansion
of the rice cultivable area due to the global warming effect could have a positive linkage with the
rice yield. On the contrary, the shortening of the reproductive growth period could lead to a short
ripening period for rice which would have a negative impact on rice yield and quality. In addition,
to adapt to the changes of starting date and duration, optimization of rice species and crop calendars
was unavoidable, such as adopting late maturing rice cultivars or double cropping with early maturing
cultivars by an considering economic effect. In addition, the development of a new species which
has high endurance for heat stress and a high CO2 concentration environment will be required in the
long-term perspective. Hence, it can be seen that the impact of the mean temperature changes in the
future under global warming on rice production is conditionally positive due to the conflicting factors.
3.2. The Impact of Extreme Temperature Change
Extreme climate events, such as heat waves and heavy rain, have a short lifetime but evoke
high-impact damage. For agriculture, the crop exposure to heat stress could impact ripening and
sterility problems. The hot day ratio (%) per each phenology stage in the present climate derived from
the reference data and historical experiment are summarized in Table 3. Here, the threshold for defining
a hot day was the 95th percentile value (T95) among the 25-year daily temperature, derived grid by
grid (Figure S3). The highest hot day ratio was recorded during Stages 3 (37.75%) and 4 (19.09%),
and Stage 2 (7.43%) followed in order. These hot day ratio distributions in REF were also robustly
found in the RCM, though a little overestimated in Stage 2 (1.66%) and underestimated in Stage 3
(−5.18%). The detailed spatial distribution is presented in Figure S4. The changes of the hot day ratio
during 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL periods are shown in Figure 6. The threshold for defining a hot day was the
same as HIS. In both 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL periods, Stages 3–5 revealed a clear increase of the hot day ratio
(Figure 6c–e,i–k). Under the 2 ◦ C GWL, an additional 14.53% of Stage 3 was projected to exceed the hot
day threshold, especially over the northeastern mountainous region. The most prominent warming
period, Stage 4, exhibited a 27.16% increase of the hot day. At Stage 5, around the end of August,
the hot day ratio increased by 8.93%, particularly over major rice cultivation regions. Under the 3 ◦ C
GWL, the increment of hot days became almost doubled compared to 2 ◦ C GWL, with 25.68%, 54.59%,
and 31.67% increases of hot days evoked during Stages 3, 4, and 5. For Stage 4, it was expected that
more than 75% of days during the stage would be exposed to the hot extremes, taking into account
that 54.59% of days during this stage would be warmer than T95 in addition to that of HIS (19.41%).
In Stage 5, the major rice cultivation regions were projected to experience extreme temperature more
frequently (+31.67%) than the present climate and this was about three times higher compared to
2 ◦ C GWL. This implied that the extreme events did not monotonically react to the GHG forcing,
and one-degree increase in GMST could lead to unprecedented regional climate changes. In previous
studies, it has been reported that exposure to the climatic condition above the optimum temperature
range, 20–22 ◦ C [52] or greater than 27 ◦ C [53], during the grain-filling period would reduce the grain
weight and grain filling rate. Therefore, the increase of hot days ratio during Stages 4 and 5 could
deteriorate the rice cultivation, because those stages are the key phenology stages that determine the
rice yields by controlling factors such as rice flowering, ripening, or sterility problems. For instance,
in 2018, with a record-breaking hot summer, rice production in S. Korea recorded the least amount
among the recent 10 years [54] According to FAO [55–57], crop productivity declines are closely linked
with crop price inflation, which affects the food trade market, leading to food security problems.
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Figure 4. The climatology of starting day (unit: Day of Year) for each phenology stage from reference
Figure 4. The climatology of starting day (unit: Day of Year) for each phenology stage from reference
data (a–f) and historical experiment (g–l) during 1981–2005.
data (a–f) and historical experiment (g–l) during 1981–2005.

To understand the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation related to the increase of heat extremes,
here, we conducted Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis using hot day temperatures.
For simplicity, the target period for EOF analysis was set to the boreal summer (June–July–August,
JJA) season which almost covered Stages 3 to 5, which presents a large portion of hot days among rice
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phenology stages (Table 3, Figure 6). In addition, the temperature anomaly of the days with Tkor warmer
than the 95th percentile of Tkor were selected as input vectors of EOF analysis. Figure 7 examines
the eigen vector of the first three EOF modes from REF. The first mode of EOF was characterized as
a dominant positive temperature anomaly in the whole of S. Korea and accounted for 66.3% of hot
days (Figure 7a). The second mode, which explains 15.8% of hot days, showed the dipole shape of
temperature anomaly with a warm core at the western part of S. Korea (Figure 7b). The last mode had
a temperature gradient southward and covered 7.5% of hot day temperature variability (Figure 7c).
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Figure 5. Starting day changes for each phenology stage during 2 (a–f) and 3 ◦ C (g–l) warming periods
from historical experiment. The grid does not reach enough Growing Degree Day (GDD) levels in the
historical period but newly included GDD levels in the phenology stage under global warming are
marked with red asterisks.
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Figure 6. Changes of the day ratios (%) higher than 95 percentile temperature with respect to each grid
during each phenology stage in 2 (a–f) and 3 ◦ C (g–l) warming climate from historical experiment.

days with 𝑇𝑘𝑜𝑟 warmer than the 95th percentile of 𝑇𝑘𝑜𝑟 were selected as input vectors of EOF
analysis. Figure 7 examines the eigen vector of the first three EOF modes from REF. The first mode of
EOF was characterized as a dominant positive temperature anomaly in the whole of S. Korea and
accounted for 66.3% of hot days (Figure 7a). The second mode, which explains 15.8% of hot days,
showed the dipole shape of temperature anomaly with a warm core at the western part of S. Korea
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(Figure 7b). The last mode had a temperature gradient southward and covered 7.5% of hot day
temperature variability (Figure 7c).

Figure 7. The (Empirical Orthogonal Function) EOF eigenvectors of 1~3 modes (a–c) of hot day
temperatures over S. Korea during 1981–2005 with reference data.
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condition, it can exhibit huge westward temperature gradients with extreme heat events,
northwest expansion of WNPSH, the core of which lies in the Western Pacific near 150° E. It has been
as shown in Figure 7b. The final mode was linked to the northwest expansion of WNPSH, the core
shown that the mid- to the northern part of◦S. Korea lying under the edge of WNPSH with low-level
of which
lies in the Western Pacific near 150 E. It has been shown that the mid- to the northern part
wind convergence could be interpreted as being affected by the Chang-ma front, which is a
of S. Korea lying under the edge of WNPSH with low-level wind convergence could be interpreted
as being affected by the Chang-ma front, which is a stationary rain band as a part of the East Asian
summer monsoon with a cooling effect with intense and steady precipitation and a thick cloud layer,
resulting in a decrease in temperature compared to the surrounding regions. On the other hand,
as shown in Figure 7c, the southern part of S. Korea is supplied with hot and humid air from the tropics,
resulting in an increase of hot day events. These three major hot day patterns are almost consistent
with those of Yoon et al. [63] which classified heat wave events over S. Korea into three temperature
patterns with the K-means clustering method. Therefore, despite the limitation of EOF analysis which
mathematically decomposed the eigenvectors on the orthogonal axis, this simple classification could
lead to a reasonable explanation about hot events over S. Korea. As for regional climate models,
HIS (Figure 10a–c) showed a similar pattern of the major three eigenvectors compared to REF (Figure 7)
with reasonable synoptic circulations, but with some biases (Figure S5). In addition, the order of EOF
modes was the same as REF, but the percentages of each mode involved some biases (Figure 10a–c).
The models tended to underestimate the frequency of the first EOF mode (35.8%) than REF. The second
and third modes accounted for total variations of 28.0% and 12.4% each, which were larger than REF.
This could be caused by model bias in simulating atmospheric circulation around the Korean peninsula.
Figure S6 examines the climatology and the bias of RCMs for 500 hPa geopotential height and 850 hPa
wind during JJA. The climatological position of WNPSH during JJA is Northwestern Pacific Ocean,
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and the southwesterly wind prevails over the S. Korea region (Figure S6). However, the model had a
negative bias in 500 hpa geopotential height, except for East Sea and the eastern part of Japan. Due to
these biases, the position of the 5880 gpm line in model climatology was difficult to be identical to
that of REF, which induced southerly wind at the southern part of S. Korea and Japan, leading to
underestimating the frequency of the first EOF mode compared to REF.
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Figure 8. The principal component (PC) of EOF 1~3 modes (a–c) time series of hot day temperatures
Figure 8. The principal component (PC) of EOF 1~3 modes (a–c) time series of hot day temperatures
over S. Korea during 1981–2005 with reference data. The values higher than 1.5 are marked with red
over S. Korea during 1981–2005 with reference data. The values higher than 1.5 are marked with
dots.
red dots.
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and ocean (Western North Pacific) decreased the pressure gradient, and the low-level wind difference
(northwesterly wind, Figure S7d) had direction in decelerating the background wind (southerly wind,
Figure S6b) over the Korean peninsula, resulting in slowing down the moving of synoptic systems,
leading to an increased duration of heat extremes as well as the frequency in the future.
To examine the changes of the heat extreme’s intensity, Figure 11 represents the PDF and box
plot of temperature during hot day events. The temperature at whole grids pointed over S. Korea on
hot days were used to express the statistical characteristics of hot day temperature. The PDF of REF
showed relatively higher kurtosis and mean (REF: 27.66/HIS: 27.18) than HIS. Those differences could
be explained by the portion of the first EOF mode. For REF, the first EOF mode (anomalous warm
temperature covering the whole of S. Korea) accounted for 66.3% of total hot day variance, whereas
HIS had more portions with regional variation types (second (28.0%) and third (12.4%) EOF modes;
Figure 10b,c) compared to REF (second (15.8.0%) and third (7.5%) EOF modes; Figure 7b,c). Therefore,
REF showed more sharply concentrated shapes with a thick upper tail (Figure 11a) and shorter lower
whisker (Figure 11b) compared to HIS. Comparing the 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL with HIS, the PDF spread
to hotter temperature ranges (Figure 11a). The mean increases from 27.18 to 27.89 (2 ◦ C GWL) and
28.41 ◦ C (3 ◦ C GWL), and the range of the box shifted to warmer regimes in proportion to global
warming levels. The upper limit of the box during HIS was located inside of the box ranges under
2 and 3 ◦ C GWL, which demonstrated that the extreme heat events in level of the present climate
would be common in the future and more severe heat extremes are expected with higher probability in
the future.
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Consequently, the extreme temperature changes over S. Korea, due to the increased probability
to expose extreme heat events during sensitive phenology stages to heat stress, will result in the
negative influence on cultivation of rice under 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL. These changes are derived by synoptic
atmospheric environment changes to the favorable condition for the build-up of the high-pressure
system around S. Korea, resulting in the frequent occurrence of a nationwide heat extreme mode with
increased intensity. Further, the result that the increase in hot day ratio does not follow the linear
progression of global warming levels implies that globally accepted warming limitations can be not
enough for regional climate and agricultural aspects.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, climate change over S. Korea under 2 and 3 ◦ C GWL and its impacts on rice
cultivation was analyzed and subdivided into mean and extreme changes of temperature, with the
ensemble regional climate change scenario conducted in the context of CORDEX-EA2. Our results
showed that the mean temperature increase under global warming had positive effects such as the
extension of vegetable and crop periods and the widening of the cultivatable regions, as well as,
simultaneously, negative effects due to the shortening of the reproductive growth period. These support
the other previous studies that reported earlier onset of developmental and reproductive phenological
stages of crops all over the world [65–68]. On the other hand, extreme heat changes in the future
clearly showed a negative effect on rice cultivation via the increase of hot days during heat-sensitive
stages, determining the rice yield in tandem with rice flowering, ripening, and sterility problems.
This alerted the issues that crop management should be modified in the future by considering the
development of a cropping system optimized to regional characteristics, cropping practices including
crop calendar, and heat-tolerant varieties that are suitable under increased heat stress conditions.
Moreover, site-specific measures should be undertaken to assess the regional vulnerability for extreme
hot events and set practical crop management plans. Furthermore, the changing of the hot day ratio
tended to respond to the increase of GWL nonlinearly (Figure 6), alerting that mitigation goals based
on GMST warming do not guarantee the affordable changes in regional climates [5].
Meanwhile, these changes were linked with the shift of the temperature PDF toward warmer
temperature, resulting in an increased probability and intensity of hot events, owing to the increase
of nationwide-type heat events (first EOF mode) associated with the barotropic anti-cyclonic system
covering the whole of S. Korea. The increase of this type was due to the expansion of atmosphere
thickness under global warming, leading to favorable conditions for the first EOF mode related to
synoptic circulation. Previous studies concerning the extreme heat events such as heatwave could lend
support to the results of this study [60,69]. Zhang et al. [69] reported that shrinking Arctic sea ice and
Eurasian snow cover can increase the probability of more persistent blocking events favoring frequent
and enhanced heatwaves. A rise in the air temperature under global warming tends to decrease Arctic
sea ice and Eurasian snow, leading to weakening the poleward temperature gradient at mid-high
latitudes, thereby impacting on the mid-latitude jet stream and transient eddy activities. It is closely
related to slow-moving Rossby waves in mid-latitude systems, as a result of which extreme heat events
covering the whole of S. Korea would occur actively in the future due to the persistent barotropic
anti-cyclonic condition such as blocking events. Therefore, despite the benefits of mean temperature
increase on longer vegetation and crop growth period and broader cultivatable region, the exposure to
more frequent and intense heat extremes during heat-sensitive phenology stages and shortening of
each phenology stage will end up in decreased rice yield in the future.
On one hand, for interpreting model-based future projection, the uncertainties from a small
number of ensemble members and model biases should be considered. In particular, the model bias
can increase the uncertainty in climate change impact assessment in the agricultural field utilizing
the thresholds obtained from empirical values under the present climate condition. Although this
study chose LBC with consideration about GCM performance on the EA region and employed
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bias-correction-applied temperature, the result should be interpreted with the understanding that this
is one of the feasible future changes with uncertainties as other future projection studies do.
Furthermore, there is a discrepancy between heat extremes in grid-scale climate model resolution
and actual farm-scale with canopy. In general, the values at model grids represent the status within the
grid area. Therefore, climate models tend to underestimate the intensity of extreme events compared
to in situ observation [70,71]. This study set the extreme hot day threshold as the ninety-fifth percentile
value (25.59 ◦ C when averaged over S. Korea, Figure S3a). When it was estimated with the Automated
Surface Observing System (ASOS), the threshold averaged over S. Korea was 26.24 ◦ C (Figure S8).
Considering that the day with a high daily mean temperature indicated a high daily maximum
temperature based on the statistically significant temporal correlation coefficient (0.97), the days with a
temperature hotter than the ninety-fifth percentile (Tmean95) were corresponded to the days with a
daily maximum temperature hotter than the ninety-fifth percentile (Tmax95). The Tmax95 of ASOS
was around 31~33 ◦ C except for some high-altitude and coastal regions. It would be not hot enough
to use as hot extreme events damaging rice (35 ◦ C for Satake and Yoshida [72]; 33 ◦ C for Jagadish et
al. [73]; 35 ◦ C for Prasad et al. [74]; 32~36 ◦ C for Weerakoon et al. [75]). However, by considering the
mandatory for ASOS stations that should be installed on an ideal place without any interruption of
canopy or other obstructions to represent the climate in the synoptic scale, it is possible that the rice
would be potentially exposed to high-temperatures enough to damage with additional effects an in situ
environment such as geology, canopy, and other artificial obstructions. Hence, this climatic extreme
temperature index is still worthy of representing extreme heat events in the rice growth aspect.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the change of heat extremes and their impact on rice yield have
been assessed accompanied by the analysis of synoptic atmospheric circulation changes under target
GWL. These results are also in line with previous studies which estimate the rice yield directly with
the DSSAT model [76], CERES [13], or statistically estimated with the Climatic Yield Potential (CYP)
index [16,17]. These results are expected to provide useful insights for assessing the impact of heat
extreme change on agriculture fields in line with other target GWL impact studies and optimization of
rice variety and crop calendars for upcoming climate changes in the future.
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